Grade 9 Badminton
Games Analysis
In this analysis, we will be looking at your ability to;
- Perform specialized skills with effective and correct technique.
- Know the importance of Repetition and Refinement for learning specialized motor skills.
Task 1
In order to do this, we will watch you play games and fill in the table below to see what kinds of shots you are
able to perform successfully.
Type of Shot
Short Serve
High Serve
Forearm clear
Drop shot
Net shot
Smash

Observation 1
Player 1
Player 2

Observation 3
Player 1
Player 2

Observation 3
Player 1
Player 2

If you see the shot being performed, use a tick. If your partner scores a point using this shot make it into a
cross. If your partner performs a “perfect” example, draw a star also beside the tick/cross.
I will also be using this in order to assess individual performance when you play singles games and doubles
games.
Assessment Criteria
Student performs all skills with a highly effective technique.
A+
Both serves use successful technique, scores points with ease, pushes partner back/forward using FC or
net, used drop/smash in a clever way
A
Both serves successful technique, scores points easily, pushes partner back when possible, attempts
variety of shots.
ABoth serves executed with correct technique, scores points frequently, uses space at the front and back
frequently, attempts a variety of shots.
Student performs the majority of skills with an effective technique.
B+
Is able to perform serves correctly, scores points sometimes, uses space at times but lacks consistency,
lacks variety within shots.
B
Is able to perform one skill correctly, has some trouble scoring points, uses space when able but unable
to create space, lacks variety within shots.
BPerforms one serve some of the time correctly, has some trouble scoring points, struggles to use space
and returns shuttle rather than consider using a variety of shots.
Student performs few skills and technique is poor.
C+
Lacks correct technique in many shots including the serve, has trouble scoring against a variety of
opponents, is unable to use space and struggles to return shuttle using more than one shot.
C
Has problems executing many of the shots including the serve, often does not score, and has difficulty
using space when returning shuttle and moving when playing against opponents of similar ability.
CIs unable to execute the majority of shots, struggles to play any game, and is unaware of how to use
space both in attack and when moving in defense.

